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Total B.S.
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A Little Background: The U.S. Has Tried to Carry Out Regime Change Since Syria Became An
Independent County …

The U.S. government has been trying to replace the Syrian government with folks who will
be subservient to America since 1949 … 3 years after Syria became an independent nation.

The CIA succeeded in carrying out a coup in Syria 1949.

In 1957, the American president and British prime minister agreed to launch regime change
again  in  Syria  using  a  false  flag.  (False  flags  are  not  only  historically  documented,  but
presidents,  prime  ministers,  congressmen,  generals,  spooks,  soldiers  and  police  have
ADMITTED to planning and carrying out false flat attacks).

In 1983, 1986, 1991, 2001, 2009 and 2012, American officials again schemed about regime
change in Syria.

The 2013 Syrian Weapons Attack Was Carried Out By …

The 2013 sarin attack in Ghouta, Syria, was blamed by the U.S. on the Syrian government.

However, the United Nations’ report on the attack did NOT blame the government, and the
U.N.’s human rights investigator accused the rebels – rather than the Syrian government –
of carrying out the attack.

Moreover,  high-level  American  and  Turkish  officials  say  that  Turkey  supplied  Sarin  gas  to
Syrian rebels in 2013 in order to frame the Syrian government … to provide an excuse for
regime change.

Pulitzer-prize winning investigative reporter Seymour Hersh – who uncovered the Iraq prison
torture scandal and the Mai Lai massacre in Vietnam – previously reported that high-level
American sources tell him that the Turkish government carried out the chemical weapons
attacks blamed on the Syrian government.

As Hersh noted:

‘We knew there were some in the Turkish government,’ a former senior US
intelligence  official,  who  has  access  to  current  intelligence,  told  me,  ‘who
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believed they could get Assad’s nuts in a vice by dabbling with a sarin attack
inside Syria – and forcing Obama to make good on his red line threat.’

Indeed, it’s long been known that sarin was coming through Turkey.

And  a  tape  recording  of  top  Turkish  officials  planning  a  false  flag  attack  to  be  blamed on
Syria as a justification for war was leaked … and confirmed by Turkey as being authentic.

The  2017  Chemical  Incident  …  Which  “Justified”  Trump’s  Bombing  Syria  with  57  Cruise
Missiles

The recent chemical incident was immediately blamed on the Syrian government. And the
Trump administration immediately launched 59 cruise missiles at a Syrian air base based on
the accusation.

But  many  of  the  American  intelligence  officials  who  warned  that  the  claims  about  Iraq
(which  led  to  a  disastrous  war)  were  fake  say  that  these  claims  are  fake  as  well.

Indeed, former CIA officer Philip Giraldi says that American intelligence community insiders
are furious that the Trump administration has twisted the intelligence so as to claim that the
Syrian government carried out a chemical weapons attack. And see this.

Indeed, the lead UN investigator into Syrian chemical weapons attacks has debunked one of
the  main  allegations  attempting  to  pin  the  recent  chemical  incident  on  the  Syrian
government.

And a top U.S. rocket scientist has made Swiss cheese out of the government’s claims that
the Syrian government was responsible. And see this.

But when the military-industrial folks want a war, do facts even matter?
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